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Abstract—Ensuring the security of transactions is currently
one of the major challenges facing banking systems. The usage
of face for biometric authentication of users is becoming adopted
worldwide due its convenience and acceptability by people, and
also given that, nowadays, almost all computers and mobile
devices have built-in cameras. Such user authentication approach
is attracting large investments from banking and financial ins-
titutions, especially in cross-domain scenarios, in which facial
images from ID documents are compared with digital self-
portraits (selfies) taken with the cameras of mobile devices, for
the automated opening of new checking accounts or financial
transactions authorization. In this work, besides of collecting a
large cross-domain face database, with 27,002 real facial images
of selfies and ID documents (13,501 subjects) captured from the
systems of the major public Brazilian bank, we propose a novel
approach for such cross-domain face matching based on deep
features extracted by two well-referenced Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN). Results obtained on the large dataset collected,
which we called FaceBank, with accuracy rates higher than 93%,
demonstrate the robustness of the proposed approach to the
cross-domain problem (comparing faces in IDs and selfies) and
its feasible application in real banking security systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, Biometrics has emerged as a robust
solution for automated people recognition. Among the main
biometric traits, face is one of the most convenient since its
capture does not require much user collaboration and cameras
are present almost everywhere, including in mobile devices
[1]–[3]. Currently, state-of-the-art methods for face recogni-
tion and authentication are based on Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) [4]–[6], deep neural networks inspired on
the workings of the human brain, which have presented great
accuracy results in many complex tasks involving images.
CNNs have been applied in different face recognition and
authentication systems, including in commercial ones.
According to [7], financial institutions must have effective
and reliable methods to authenticate their customers. An
effective authentication system should protect customers’ data,
prevent money laundering and terrorist financing, reduce fraud,
inhibit identity theft and promote the legal enforceability of the
agreements on electronic transactions [8]. Performing financial
transactions with unauthorized or improperly identified people
in a banking environment can result in huge financial losses,
damage to the reputation of the company, and breach of bank
secrecy.
In this context, banks are investing in robust methods for
face authentication [3] in order to increase the user experience
of their systems, especially in mobile banking, as well as to
prevent frauds. A tendency nowadays in the financial industry
is the usage of facial images from different sources (cross-
domain problem), usually photographs of ID documents and
digital self-portraits (selfies), for user authentication in order
to allow automated opening of new checking accounts, au-
thorization of financial transactions and registration of mobile
devices [9].
In this work, besides of collecting a novel and large cross-
domain face database, which we called FaceBank, composed
of 27,002 real facial images of selfies and ID documents
(13,501 subjects) captured from the systems of the major pu-
blic Brazilian bank, the largest dataset in this sense, to the best
of our knowledge, we propose a novel approach for such cross-
domain face matching problem based on two well-referenced
CNNs, VGG-Face [5] and OpenFace [6], by extracting deep
and robust features from the facial images, and by training
effective classifiers in order to identify genuine and imposter
cross-domain matchings, a high complex problem given the
significant differences found in facial images captured from
different sources. Besides of working with deep and high-level
features, we also apply some normalization techniques on the
images themselves and on their feature vectors to address even
better the cross-domain issues. Results show that the proposed
architecture presented great accuracy rates, higher than 93%,
and low processing times, being suitable for use in a real
banking security systems. Although VGG-Face has been a bit
more accurate than OpenFace for feature extraction, the latter
is more efficient and therefore more appropriate for mobile
banking.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an
overview on banking systems and identity fraud; Section III
briefly describes some studies on cross-domain face matching;
Section IV presents the FaceBank dataset; Section V describes
the proposed approach for deep cross-domain face matching;
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Sections VI and VII present the experiments, results, discus-
sions and conclusions of our work.
II. BANKING SECURITY SYSTEMS AND IDENTITY FRAUD
An increase in the occurrences of identity fraud has been
observed around the world in the last years. According to the
Centre for Counter Fraud Studies (University of Portsmouth),
identity fraud has grown steadily over the past 10 years and
the estimated damages, only in the United Kingdom, reached
about 5.4 billion pounds per year on average during this
period [10].
The 2017 Identity Fraud report [11] shows that despite
the efforts of the global community, in 2016 about 15.4
million consumers were victims of identity theft or fraud. In
2017, criminals successfully targeted 2 million more victims
and stole about 16 billion dollars. It is possible to notice
an epidemic increase in the number of fraud attempts, with
systematic and specialized methods developed by attackers in
many cases.
A recent report [12] from leading market analysts, suggested
that the rapid digitization of consumers’ lives and enterprises’
records will increase the cost of data breaches to 2.1 trillion
dollars globally by 2019, almost four times the previously
estimated cost of breaches for 2015. This report also high-
lighted the increasing professionalism of cybercrime, with the
emergence of cybercrime products over the past years.
The increasing rates of the cost of electronic fraud to
Brazilian banks, for instance, nears 624 million dollars per
year [13]. Given the emergent mobile banking in Brazil, which
increased its traded volumes by four times only in the last three
years, some banks are already using fingerprint authentication
in order to achieve a better level of security, as in other
countries [13]. The customer, if previously registered, can
carry out financial transactions on mobile devices or even
on ATMs by presenting their registered fingers to the sensor.
However, not all mobile phones being used in poor countries
present fingerprint sensors, despite almost all of them have
digital cameras. In the case of ATMs, people need to touch a
(not always clean) surface, making customers often unsatisfied
with the identification system. Besides, usually ID documents
do not have their owner fingerprints, making it unfeasible, for
instance, to open checking accounts through mobile devices
by means of fingerprint matching.
Due to all these reasons and considering the convenience
of using facial features for people authentication, banking
institutions, following their digital strategies, are increasingly
implementing tools to allow automated opening of checking
accounts, authorizing transactions and devices totally online
through smartphones by means of face authentication. People
interested in such a service do not need to go to a physical
branch to present the required documentation. Instead, by
using their mobile phones, they can take photographs of their
ID documents, containing their facial images, and a digital
self-portrait (selfie), proving the possesion of the document
by its legal owner [2]. The matching of the faces in the
photographs taken can occur directly on the device as well
as on the bank server. Fig. 1 illustrates the explained process
of matching faces from a selfie and an ID document. Cases
like this show that face is a tendency as biometric trait for
people authentication in banking environments [2].
Fig. 1. Illustration of the matching process of faces from an ID document and
two selfies (from different people). After detecting, cropping and normalizing
the face in the document, it is matched with the face in the selfie in order
to authenticate the person, validating the document. It is possible to observe
different visual aspects in the two kinds of images (ID and selfies) taken with
the same mobile phone.
From November 2016 to February 2018, the major public
Brazilian bank received about 1.5 million requests for opening
checking accounts through smartphones, all of them being
manually inspected. Among this total, 22% of them were
rejected by the human experts. Besides presenting different
faces in the ID document and selfie (indicating fraud), most
of the requests presented low quality facial images due to
issues with illumination, facial occlusion, expression changes,
low resolution, or even due to scratched documents. Since the
matching is still performed by humans and given the high
number of requests being received, such a process is quite
expensive for the bank, slow and also subject to failures. An
automated method could, at least, automatically discard some
of the requests, saving time and resources for the financial
institution. By the end of 2018, the expectation is to reach a
total of 3.35 million opened checking accounts through mobile
devices in such bank.
III. CROSS-DOMAIN FACE MATCHING
As previously stated, face is one of the most convenient bio-
metric traits since its capture can be performed at a distance, in
a non-intrusive and even non-cooperative way [1], [2]. Besides,
cameras are nowadays found almost everywhere, including in
mobile devices, the main technological basis for the present
and future of banking transactions [7]. When the work in-
volves comparing cross-domain images (e.g., matching faces
obtained from ID documents and selfies or faces extracted
from surveillance videos), it is possible to note a substantial
increment in the level of challenge in the matching process,
which already is a complex problem in Machine Learning. In
cross-domain conditions, the classification algorithms usually
have their performance reduced due to the different visual
aspects of the images from different sources, such as different
kind of blur, illumination changes, noise or even change on
the facial expressions.
Folego et al. [9] explored approaches for cross-domain face
authentication, comparing selfies to ID photographs based on
features extracted by the VGG-Face [5] deep neural network.
They approach the problem with proper image photometric
adjustments and data normalization techniques, together with
deep learning architectures, to extract the most prominent and
robust features from the original images, reducing the effects
of domain differences. However, their dataset was composed of
relatively few images (dozens of individuals) and not obtained
from a real banking scenario.
In order to deal with typical face cross-domain issues such
as illumination, alignment, noise, or even facial expression
changes, the method proposed by Ho and Gopalan [14] works
by deriving a latent subspace for the original faces, character-
izing their multifactor variations. Images were synthesized in
order to produce different illumination and other 2D perturba-
tions, forming tensors to represent the faces. Results indicated
that the method is effective on constrained and unconstrained
datasets.
To the best of our knowledge, no evaluation regarding face
authentication on large cross-domain datasets with real images
was reported in the literature, especially for banking scenarios,
the main target of our work.
IV. FACEBANK DATASET
The amount of data for training is an important issue when
dealing with Machine Learning algorithms, especially with
Deep Learning approaches. Given the high capacity of the
deep neural networks due to their large numbers of free param-
eters to be tuned, the quality of their predictions improves with
experience [15]. Face recognition and authentication systems
built by large private corporations present, in general, top
accuracies, since they are trained on huge private datasets,
containing millions of facial images, usually obtained from
social media, far more than the number of images in the
datasets usually available for research.
Regarding cross-domain face authentication (ID document
photo and selfie, for instance), there is no large dataset avai-
lable. Usually, given the difficulty to collect data, researchers
evaluate their new methods with images from few individuals.
Besides, no dataset with real images from banking systems
was used in past evaluations, and this is an essential issue
to be considered when evaluating techniques and deep neural
networks in order to obtain reliable results.
Based on these considerations, we obtained authorization
from the largest public Brazilian bank to collect a large dataset,
which we called FaceBank, from its databases of facial images
(selfies and scanned ID documents), in order to conduct this
work. Initially, about 150,000 images in RGB color space were
collected, between selfies from profiles of individuals in the
bank’s internal social network and ID documents from the
same individuals. However, we detected that many of these
images presented no faces (especially the profile images) or
faces with low resolution (in the case of the IDs). In this sense,
in order to eliminate such bad images and avoid a decrease
in the performance in our model, and given the processing
and time restrictions we had to observe, we applied a fast
technique based on the efficient face detection algorithm of
Viola and Jones [16] to the images in order to detect which
of them presented real faces with, at least, regular resolution.
We discarded both images of the users that had one image
discarded (selfie or ID).
After this process, we obtained 27,002 facial images from
13,501 subjects (two images per subject, i.e., selfie and ID
document). In order to crop the faces in these remaining
images more precisely, a more robust algorithm based on HOG
(Histogram of Oriented Gradients) [17] was applied to detect
the faces again as well as some landmark points (such as eyes
and mouth coordinates, etc.). Fig. 2 shows examples of images
that compose the collected FaceBank dataset. Even visually,
it is possible to note the huge differences in the facial images
of the same person from different domains, i.e., selfie and ID
document, and also the regular quality of the resultant images,
typical from real banking scenarios, all this demonstrating
the high complexity of the cross-domain face authentication
problem in banking security systems.
Fig. 2. Examples of real facial images of selfies and ID documents of the
FaceBank dataset. The dataset contains a total of 27,002 images (13,501
individuals).
V. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this work, besides of collecting the large FaceBank
dataset with real banking face images of selfies and ID do-
cuments, we also propose a robust approach for cross-domain
face matching based on two well-referenced Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), VGG-Face [5] and OpenFace [6],
to extract deep and robust features from the faces, with good
level of invariance to the domain differences. We also applied
normalization techniques to the facial images and to their
feature vectors to attenuate such issues even more and improve
the model performance.
After normalizing the selfies and IDs, extracting and nor-
malizing their deep feature vectors using the VGG-Face [5]
or OpenFace [6] CNN models, we trained and assessed four
classifiers (Linear Support Vector Machine - Linear SVM [18],
Power Mean SVM - PmSVM [19], Random Forest - RF [20],
and RF with Ensemble Vote Classifier - Voting RF [21]) in
order to verify which one performed better in the task of
classifying a pair of face images (ID and selfie) as genuine
or imposter and compare their results in the banking context.
In summary, given a test pair of selfie and ID document
images, a sequence of steps including face normalization, deep
features extraction, feature vectors normalization, as well as
classification, are performed in order to verify whether such
pair of facial images were captured from the same person
(genuine pair) or from different individuals (imposter pair).
Fig. 3 shows these steps (proposed architecture), which are
described in subsections V-A to V-E.
A. Face Detection, Cropping and Alignment
In order to carry out face detection and cropping, as said,
in this work we used a robust and efficient algorithm available
in Dlib library [22], which is based on HOG (Histogram of
Oriented Gradients) [17] features. This algorithm returns the
coordinates of the rectangle that contains the detected face in
the input image, as well as the coordinates of the left and
right eyes. With this information it is possible to align, crop
and resize all the face images from the dataset before starting
to compare them.
Likewise in [9], in the face cropping step, we included
the ear, chin, and hair in the Region of Interest (ROI), by
expanding by 22% the initial rectangle returned by the Dlib
algorithm. This expanded ROI tends to increase the results of
the face matching.
Face alignment is performed by rotating the face until the
coordinates of both eyes are in line with the x-axis. Finaly,
the cropped and aligned face images are resized by using
bilinear interpolation. For the VGG-Face feature extraction
based approach, the face image size must be 224×224 pixels,
whilst for the OpenFace feature extraction based approach the
face image size must be 96× 96 pixels.
B. Face Normalization
A typical problem of comparing photos of documents with
selfies is the large difference in lighting due to the change
in the application domain. Other issues, such as facial pose
and expression changes, as well as the different resolutions of
the images, are also problematic. Aiming to mitigate some of
these problems, especially illumination differences, and before
extracting the features of the faces in the images, we applied
the Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) [23] to normalize the
cropped facial images.
The ACE technique is based on a computational model of
the human visual system that performs a photometric trans-
formation on the images in order to equalize simultaneously
global and local effects of illumination [23]. It obtains good
contrast enhancements even when the quality of the images is
poor. We use this technique as an effort to approximate the
two kinds of images under analysis.
C. Data Augmentation
Obtaining a huge amount of real data (of real training
samples) is an expensive and not always a possible process.
Aiming to add more training data to the 27,002 images of
the FaceBank, we generated new ones by applying some
transformations on them. This data augmentation strategy
is a common practice when working with CNNs and other
classifiers [24].
According to Nielsen [25], despite the fact that artificial
images do not substitute the potential of real samples, it
is conceivable that adding to the training data transformed
images based on the original ones might help the deep neural
networks learn more about the patterns being addressed.
By making small modifications to the original images, it is
possible to expand the training database substantially. Com-
mon augmentation methods include noise addition, image
equalization, random crop, scale change, jitter, brightness and
contrast modifications. In this work, three of these methods
were applied.
Initially, we increased the FaceBank dataset by adding white
Gaussian noise to the original facial images in the regions
near the eyes. As a generic approach, we used a sampling
mechanism that added uncorrelated Gaussian noise α to the
visual input x. If k indexes the raw pixels, a new sample is
given by: xk = xk + αk.
The second transformation, applied to the original and noisy
images, was to randomly increase or decrease the brightness
of a given training image, so that the model would learn not
to rely on brightness information. As in [26], new images
were generated with different brightness by first converting
the images to the HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) color
space and scaling the V channel up or down (converting the
image back to the RGB color space after that).
Finally, in order to further augment the database obtained
after the two previous transformations, we applied the Con-
trast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [27]
technique to the training images, which divides the input
image into small blocks, applies a conventional histogram
equalization in each block, and then checks if any histogram
bin is above the contrast limit. As an observation, at the end
of all the data augmentation process, we obtained 216, 016
images (27, 002 × 23, since we applied 3 transformations
doubling the size of the dataset in each of them), 108, 008
selfies and 108, 008 ID documents. This set of images was
called Augmented FaceBank.
D. Feature Extraction, Normalization and Difference
In order to extract robust features from the facial images
given their different domains, we used the well-referenced
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) called VGG-Face [5],
originally trained using a dataset with more than 2.6 million
(same domain) facial images of 2,622 different people, which
achieved state-of-the-art results in face recognition. By using
the trained VGG-Face model, a very deep model of CNN con-
taining 16 layers, we avoided many issues such as overfitting in
our dataset, despite its size, as well as obtaining a good power
of generalization due to the high capacity of the network (huge
amount of parameters) and its large original training set.
Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed architecture for cross-domain face matching: facial images are taken with the mobile phone and normalized; their features
vectors are extracted using deep neural networks (VGG-Face or OpenFace); they are also normalized and subtracted from each other; and then the final
difference feature vector is classified as a genuine access (same person in both images) or imposter request (distinct people in the images) by a classifier.
We used the trained model of VGG-Face for Transfer Lear-
ning, i.e., we passed our facial images (from the Augmented
FaceBank dataset) through the network and extracted their
feature vectors based on the output of the layer “fc6” of
the network (the third layer from top to bottom). Despite the
fact that other studies usually extract features from the layer
“fc7” (on top of “fc6”) from VGG-Face trained model when
performing such a task, we explored the layer “fc6”, a fully
connected layer with 4,096 neurons, since in [9] it allowed
obtaining the best results for cross-domain face matching.
In order to compare the results with the performance of a
different deep neural network, in this work we also assessed
another well-referenced CNN: OpenFace [6]. OpenFace is an
open source model, also implemented and trained on large
datasets of facial images from the literature. Besides being able
to use this neural network in commercial applications due to
its open license, another interesting aspect of OpenFace is that
it maps each face into an Euclidean space (into a hypersphere
within it) by a 128-dimensional feature vector, output of its
top layer. Its training algorithm, is mainly based on the Triplet
Learning [28] approach, in which the network is trained on
genuine (same person) and imposter (different people) pairs
of faces and tries to ensure that the faces of genuine pairs
are closer in such Euclidean space than faces from different
people, given a tolerance margin, following Eq. 1:
‖xa − xp‖2 + α < ‖xa − xn‖2,∀xa, xp, xn ∈ τ, (1)
where xa and xp indicate feature vectors of faces (selfie and
ID) from the same person, xn the feature vector from the
face of another person, α is the tolerance margin (usually
set to 0.2), and τ the training set for the neural network.
The similarity degree of two faces is measured based on the
Euclidean distance between their feature vectors.
VGG-Face model presents more parameters (higher ca-
pacity for feature learning) and allows extracting larger fea-
ture vectors. However, OpenFace (its default model), besides
presenting a slightly different training algorithm and open
license, is also interesting to our problem due to its great
results reported in other applications [6] and efficiency, being
especially suitable for mobile banking.
Given the cross-domain problem, feature vectors extracted
from images of different domains might have values with
significantly different magnitudes. To mitigate this problem
when comparing such vectors, we applied L2 normalization
to them. The p-norm of a feature vector x ∈ <n is given by:
||x||p = (
n∑
i=1
|xi|p) 1p , (2)
where n = 4, 096 for VGG-Face and n = 128 for OpenFace.
The L2-normalized version of each feature vector x is given
by:
xˆ =
x
||x||2 . (3)
After normalizing the feature vectors of the faces from
the Augmented FaceBank, for each pair of selfie and ID,
we also combined their vectors, a and b, respectively, into
a final feature vector in order to emphasize their different
properties and train the classifiers (in order to identify genuine
and impostor face matchings), by using the absolute value of
the subtraction fab = |a − b|, which showed to be the best
choice for our problem.
1) Pair Generation: As said, to train the classifiers, we
extracted the deep features of each pair of faces (selfie and
ID) from the Augmented FaceBank using one of the CNNs
evaluated. Then, the extracted features were normalized and
stored into feature vectors. In order to verify if a pair of selfie
and ID images is from the same person (genuine matching),
or from distinct persons (imposter matching), the ID feature
vector is subtracted from the selfie feature vector and the
vector resultant from the module of the difference is finally
presented to the classifier. For the pair generation task, we
performed a random split of the individuals of the dataset into
two disjoint sets: training and test. The training set contained
80% of the individuals of the Augmented FaceBank dataset,
while the test set had 20%. Then, in each set, we generated
random pairs of two images (selfie and ID) for representing
genuine matchings and imposter matchings.
E. Classification
Given the genuine and imposter pairs of selfies and IDs
and their difference vectors, we assessed different and well-
referenced classifiers to determine the best option for our
banking cross-domain face matching problem. We selected
four effective and also efficient classifiers from the literature
in order to evaluate their performances in our cross-domain
problem: Linear Support Vector Machine (Linear SVM) [18];
Power Mean SVM (PmSVM) [19]; Random Forest (RF) [20];
and RF with Ensemble Vote Classifier (Voting RF) [21]. In our
case, the Voting RF combines the decisions of 5 RFs. Due to
robustness and efficiency of the code and reprodutibility of the
experiments, we used the implementations of such methods
available in the well-referenced Scikit Learning library [29].
Likewise in [9], we also decided to evaluate the Linear
and PmSVM given their good performances in many tasks
and due to their reported efficiency. Despite Linear SVM
presenting inferior results in many tasks than SVMs with other
kernels, it is fast, being more appropriate for environments
with hardware restrictions, as in mobile devices. Regarding
PmSVM, compared with state-of-the-art methods for large-
scale image classification, it has achieved the highest learning
speed and highest accuracy in many cases [30]. The RF-based
classifiers are also robust and very efficient since they are
based on decision trees.
In order to measure the accuracy of the selected classifiers,
we used the global accuracy metric since some of them only
had as output the class of each test sample, following Eq. 4:
accuracy =
1
ntest
ntest∑
i=1
1(yˆi = yi), (4)
where yˆi is the predicted label for the ith test sample, yi is
the real label of such sample and ntest is the number of test
samples.
VI. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to assess the proposed approach and the perfor-
mance of the assessed classifiers and to analyze the feasibility
of its application in real banking security systems, especially
for mobile devices, we considered one imposter pair for each
genuine pair in the training and test stages of the classification,
for a balanced training.
We evaluated the performance of the proposed architecture
more than once by varying the number of subjects and the
total number of difference feature vectors being considered,
in order to verify, in a more detailed way, their robustness
regarding the amount of data for training and test. For all
classifiers, we used the default hyper-parameters defined on
the Scikit Learning library [29]. For the PmSVM, the default
value of the regularization parameter ω was set to 0.01. Tab.
I shows the results obtained for all the classifiers given the
features extracted by VGG-Face. In the first test, for example,
we considered only 10,000 subjects from the Augmented
FaceBank dataset (20,000 pairs of faces, 10,000 genuines and
10,000 imposters). We set, as said, 80% of the subjects (and
their respective difference feature vectors) for training and
20% for test.
As one can observe, the Voting RF obtained the best
overall performance and its best accuracy result occurred when
TABLE I
ACCURACY RESULTS (%), GIVEN THE FEATURES EXTRACTED BY
VGG-FACE, ON THE AUGMENTED FACEBANK DATASET, CONSIDERING
ONE IMPOSTER PAIR FOR EACH GENUINE PAIR OF FACES (ID AND SELFIE)
AND VARYING THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS AND DIFFERENCE FEATURE
VECTORS UNDER ANALYSIS. THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH CLASSIFIER IS
HIGHLIGHTED.
Subjects PairsTrain/Test
Linear
SVM PmSVM RF Voting RF
10, 000
16, 000 /
4, 000
91.65 89.57 89.65 93.45
20, 000
32, 000 /
8, 000
92.43 89.87 89.13 93.28
50, 000
80, 000 /
20, 000
92.69 88.09 89.26 93.51
80, 000
128, 000 /
32, 000
92.75 89.87 89.77 92.67
108, 008
172, 808 /
43, 208
92.81 90.91 88.95 92.82
we considered 50,000 subjects. When working with 108,008
individuals, this classifier presented only a slight decrease in
performance compared with the previous tests, still presenting
better results than all other classifiers and demonstrating its
robustness. Regarding processing time, voting RF is also very
efficient by working with decision trees. It spent, on average,
only 30 milliseconds for classification of each test sample.
As shown, the performance of the Linear SVM and
PmSVM, in general, increased with the increasing sizes of
the training and test sets, also demonstrating their robustness
to large datasets (often found in real scenarios), despite being
slower the former classifier (Linear SVM spent about 45 mil-
liseconds for each test samples). The RF classifier presented
its best performance with 80,000 subjects.
The results obtained by the classifiers given the feature vec-
tors extracted by OpenFace are shown in Tab. II. It is important
to note that the results obtained were very close to those of
VGG-Face. Besides, OpenFace works by default with smaller
images (96×96 pixels), saving computational resources in the
forward pass of the images through the network for feature
extraction, and generates a much more efficient representation
for the faces (it generates a 128-dimensional feature vector
for each face, and VGG-Face a 4,096-dimensional vector),
allowing classifiers being faster and more suitable for mobile
applications. The forward pass of each facial image in the
VGG-Face took about 2.89 seconds while in OpenFace it took
only 0.14 seconds per image.
The best result regarding all experiments, 93.51% of ac-
curacy, was obtained by the VGG-Face neural network with
the Voting RF classifier when working with 50, 000 subjects.
Voting RF obtained the best results in all experiments, with
both CNNs, being very suitable for the cross-domain face
matching problem due to its efficiency inherited from the
decision trees.
In order to better visualize the performances of the CNNs
with such a powerful classifier, Fig. 4 shows the accuracies
obtained by this classification method by varying the size
of the dataset. As can be seen in Fig 4, the Voting RF
TABLE II
ACCURACY RESULTS (%), GIVEN THE FEATURES EXTRACTED BY
OPENFACE, ON THE AUGMENTED FACEBANK DATASET, CONSIDERING
ONE IMPOSTER PAIR FOR EACH GENUINE PAIR OF FACES (ID AND SELFIE)
AND VARYING THE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS AND DIFFERENCE FEATURE
VECTORS UNDER ANALYSIS. THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH CLASSIFIER IS
HIGHLIGHTED.
Subjects PairsTrain/Test
Linear
SVM PmSVM RF Voting RF
10, 000
16, 000 /
4, 000
89.17 85.45 88.72 91.50
20, 000
32, 000 /
8, 000
89.91 85.67 89.48 90.65
50, 000
80, 000 /
20, 000
89.82 86.81 89.17 90.86
80, 000
128, 000 /
32, 000
89.88 86.89 89.52 90.70
108, 008
172, 808 /
43, 208
89.89 86.73 89.39 90.61
classifier tends to decrease its performance, as expected, when
considering more subjects. However, such deterioration in
accuracy is not so accentuated for both CNNs.
VII. CONCLUSION
Banking identity fraud is becoming increasingly common
worldwide, causing huge financial losses to the banks and
financial system, making them invest massively in higher-
level security systems, mainly based on biometric recognition.
Among the main traits, face is one of the most important due
to its convenience and availability of digital cameras almost
everywhere, including in mobile phones. Besides, a tendency
nowadays is to open new checking accounts through mobile
devices in an automated way by matching facial images from
selfies and photographs of ID documents. Such cross-domain
problem is a high complex task especially due to differences
between the two kinds of images.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the performance (global accuracy) of the Voting RF
classifier given the feature vectors (their difference versions) extracted by each
CNN: VGG-Face and OpenFace.
In this work, we collected a large dataset, which we
called FaceBank, with 27,002 real images of selfies and ID
documents (13,501 subjects) from the databases of the largest
public Brazilian bank, and proposed a robust approach for
cross-domain face matching, comparing selfies and IDs, based
on two well-referenced CNNs, VGG-Face and OpenFace,
which obtained great results (accuracy rate higher than 93%),
even in such difficult task. To the best of our knowledge,
FaceBank is the largest cross-domain face dataset collected,
with real banking images, and this is the first large scale work
on such kind of dataset. We plan to make FaceBank available
for future researches, after the agreement of the bank that
provided the images to us.
The usage of deep face features extracted by well-referenced
CNNs, VGG-Face and OpenFace, proper image processing
techniques, feature vectors normalization and robust classi-
fiers, especially the Voting RF, attenuates significantly the
effects of domain differences, allowing good results even when
working with a large number of facial images. Based on
the accuracy obtained (higher than 93%) and its efficiency,
it is possible to conclude that the proposed architecture for
cross-domain deep face matching is feasible for real banking
applications, including mobile ones. The proposed approach
can also be applied, for instance, to help human experts in
extremely critical environments, rejecting the matchings with
very low scores. All this will save crucial time and resources
for the financial institutions.
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